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James William Tankard Jr. (June 20, - August 12, ), communication scholar, author of The Statistical Pioneers and
coauthor of Communication Theories: Origins, Methods, Uses (issued in five editions and translated into six languages).

June 20, â€” August 12, , communication scholar, author of The Statistical Pioneers and coauthor of
Communication Theories: Origins, Methods, Uses issued in five editions and translated into six languages.
Academic career and degrees At the time of his death, Tankard was Professor Emeritus in the School of
Journalism at the University of Texas at Austin, where he served on the faculty for 32 years and held the Jesse
H. Jones Professorship in Journalism. Prior to joining the Texas faculty in , he served on the journalism
faculties of Temple University and the University of Wisconsin - Madison. Tankard earned a general science
B. Academic publications During his years in academia, Tankard authored or co-authored six books and more
than fifty research articles and book chapters. His six books reflect the breadth of his interests and
contributions: Michael Ryan and James W. Rayfield and James W. Severin and James W. Origins, Methods,
and Uses in the Mass Media 5th ed. Addison Wesley Longman, Shoemaker, James William Tankard Jr.
Tankard also served as the editor of Journalism Monographs from to Posthumous honors The Association for
Education in Journalism and Mass Communication AEJMC , the national association of journalism and mass
communication scholars and media professionals to which Tankard devoted much of his professional life,
posthumously honored him as the recipient of the Eleanor Blum Distinguished Service to Research Award.
This award, created in to recognize a person who has devoted a substantial part of his or her career to
promoting research in mass communication, is so selective that it has only been given ten times during the
past 25 years. Voice of Freedom , by Patrick S. Washburn and published by Northwestern University Press.
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The institution has the nations seventh-largest single-campus enrollment, with over 50, undergraduate and
graduate students and over 24, faculty, UT Austin was inducted into the American Association of Universities
in , becoming only the third university in the American South to be elected. UT Austin student athletes
compete as the Texas Longhorns and are members of the Big 12 Conference and its Longhorn Network is the
only sports network featuring the college sports of a single university. The first mention of a university in
Texas can be traced to the constitution for the Mexican state of Coahuila y Tejas. Although Title 6, Article of
the Constitution promised to establish education in the arts and sciences. On January 26,, the Texas Congress
agreed to set aside fifty leagues of land towards the establishment of a publicly funded university, in
addition,40 acres in the new capital of Austin were reserved and designated College Hill. In , Texas was
annexed into the United States, interestingly, the states Constitution of failed to mention higher education. The
legislature also designated land reserved for the encouragement of railroad construction toward the universitys
endowment, Texas secession from the Union and the American Civil War delayed repayment of the borrowed
monies. Under the Act of , the university was entitled to just over 1, acres of land for every mile of railroad
built in the state. On March 30,, the legislature set forth the structure and organization. By popular election on
September 6,, Austin was chosen as the site, galveston, having come in second in the election was designated
the location of the medical department. On November 17,, on the original College Hill, smite the earth, smite
the rocks with the rod of knowledge and fountains of unstinted wealth will gush forth 2. Under the â€”
presidency of John M. McBryde, the school organized its academic programs into a traditional four-year
college, the evolution of the schools programs led to a name change in to Virginia Agricultural and
Mechanical College and Polytechnic Institute. The Agricultural and Mechanical College portion of the name
was popularly omitted almost immediately, in , in , VPI changed a policy of compulsory participation in the
Corps of Cadets from four years to two years. In , VPI began teaching classes at the Norfolk Division of the
College of William and this program eventually developed into a two-year engineering program that allowed
students to transfer to VPI for their final two years of degree work. In , VPI merged with nearby Radford State
Teachers College, which became VPIs womens division, today, Radford University enrolls more than 9,
students and offers more than undergraduate and graduate programs. During Hahns tenure, not only did the
university graduate its first Rhodes Scholar, lewis, Class of , the requirement for male students to participate in
the Corps of Cadets for two years was dropped. Beginning in the fall , women could participate in the corps, in
, the state legislature allowed VPI university status and gave it the present legal name, Virginia Polytechnic
Institute and State University. The early decades of this century have seen expansion across the universitys
institutions in both physical and population sizes, former President Charles Steger brought Virginia Tech an
allopathic medical school in These years also brought about the development of the universitys professional
schools of graduate education. Virginia Tech brought in over a half-billion in research expenditures in , on
April 16,, Virginia Tech student Seung-Hui Cho fatally shot 32 faculty members and students, wounding 17
others before killing himself on campus. The massacre is the deadliest mass shooting on a college campus,
although it was at the time the deadliest mass shooting committed by a lone gunman in U. The typical student
offered admission had a grade point average of 4. The average cumulative SAT score was , with a middle
range ranging from to , of the 5, students who accepted the offers of admission,18 percent accepted under the
Early Decision Plan. The Office of Undergraduate Admissions is located within the Visitor and Undergraduate
Admissions Center, once admitted, Honors students are required to maintain a 3. For the â€”14 academic year,
the Graduate School at Virginia Tech enrolled 6, graduate students in its masters, the Pamplin College of
Business, received applications for its incoming Evening MBA program, and offered admission to 3. It is one
of the 17 campuses of the University of North Carolina system, the first public institution of higher education
in North Carolina, the school opened its doors to students on February 12, The university offers degrees in
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over 70 courses of study through fourteen colleges, in , North Carolina opened its own hospital, UNC Health
Care, for research and treatment, and has since specialized in cancer care. The schools students, alumni, and
sports teams are known as Tar Heels, the campus covers acres of Chapel Hills downtown area, encompassing
the Morehead Planetarium and the many stores and shops located on Franklin Street. Students can participate
in over officially recognized student organizations, the student-run newspaper The Daily Tar Heel has won
national awards for collegiate media, while the student radio station WXYC provided the worlds first internet
radio broadcast. North Carolina is one of the members of the Atlantic Coast Conference. Competing
athletically as the Tar Heels, North Carolina has achieved success in sports, most notably in mens basketball,
womens soccer. During World War II, UNC Chapel Hill was one of colleges and universities nationally that
took part in the V Navy College Training Program which offered students a path to a Navy commission,
during the s, the campus was the location of significant political protest. Prior to the passage of the Civil
Rights Act of , protests about local racial segregation which began quietly in Franklin Street restaurants led to
mass demonstrations, the climate of civil unrest prompted the Speaker Ban Law prohibiting speeches by
communists on state campuses in North Carolina. Professor Oliver Smithies was awarded the Nobel Prize in
Medicine in for his work in genetics, additionally, Aziz Sancar was awarded the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in
for his work in understanding the molecular repair mechanisms of DNA. Adjacent to Polk Place is a sunken
brick courtyard known as the Pit where students will gather, the Moreheadâ€”Patterson Bell Tower, located in
the heart of campus, tolls the quarter-hour. A, gaines in his book The Campus as a Work of Art. The
universitys campus is divided into three regions, usually referred to as north campus, middle campus, and
south campus 4. Its 8, acre campus is one of the largest in the United States, Stanford also has land and
facilities elsewhere. The university was founded in by Leland and Jane Stanford in memory of their only child,
Stanford was a former Governor of California and U. Senator, he made his fortune as a railroad tycoon. The
school admitted its first students years ago on October 1,, Stanford University struggled financially after
Leland Stanfords death in and again after much of the campus was damaged by the San Francisco earthquake.
Following World War II, Provost Frederick Terman supported faculty and graduates entrepreneurialism to
build self-sufficient local industry in what would later be known as Silicon Valley. The university is one of the
top fundraising institutions in the country. There are three schools that have both undergraduate and graduate
students and another four professional schools. It is the alma mater of 30 living billionaires,17 astronauts and
it is also one of the leading producers of members of the United States Congress. Sixty Nobel laureates and
seven Fields Medalists have been affiliated with Stanford as students, alumni, Stanford University was
founded in by Leland and Jane Stanford, dedicated to Leland Stanford Jr, their only child. The institution
opened in on Stanfords previous Palo Alto farm, despite being impacted by earthquakes in both and , the
campus was rebuilt each time. Besides the central campus described below, the university also operates at
more remote locations, some elsewhere on the main campus. Stanfords main campus includes a place within
unincorporated Santa Clara County. The campus also includes land in unincorporated San Mateo County, as
well as in the city limits of Menlo Park, Woodside. Broadcasting â€” Broadcasting began with AM radio,
which came into popular use around with the spread of vacuum tube radio transmitters and receivers. Before
this, all forms of communication were one-to-one, with the message intended for a single recipient. Over the
air broadcasting is usually associated with radio and television, the receiving parties may include the general
public or a relatively small subset, the point is that anyone with the appropriate receiving technology and
equipment can receive the signal. The field of broadcasting includes both government-managed services such
as radio, community radio and public television, and private commercial radio. Code of Federal Regulations,
title 47, part 97 defines broadcasting as transmissions intended for reception by the general public, private or
two-way telecommunications transmissions do not qualify under this definition. For example, amateur and
citizens band radio operators are not allowed to broadcast, as defined, transmitting and broadcasting are not
the same. Transmissions using a wire or cable, like television, are also considered broadcasts. In the s,
transmissions of television and radio programs via streaming digital technology have increasingly been
referred to as broadcasting as well, the earliest broadcasting consisted of sending telegraph signals over the
airwaves, using Morse code, a system developed in the s by Samuel F. Morse, physicist Joseph Henry and
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Alfred Vail and they developed an electrical telegraph system which sent pulses of electric current along wires
which controlled an electromagnet that was located at the receiving end of the telegraph system. A code was
needed to transmit natural language using only these pulses, Morse therefore developed the forerunner to
modern International Morse code. Audio broadcasting began experimentally in the first decade of the 20th
century, by the early s radio broadcasting became a household medium, at first on the AM band and later on
FM. Television broadcasting started experimentally in the s and became widespread after World War II,
satellite broadcasting was initiated in the s and moved into general industry usage in the s, with DBS emerging
in the s. Originally all broadcasting was composed of signals using analog transmission techniques but in the
s. In general usage, broadcasting most frequently refers to the transmission of information, Analog audio vs.
HD Radio Analog television vs. This is the equivalent of 55 newspapers per person per day in Telephone
broadcasting also grew to include telephone services for news and entertainment programming which were
introduced in the s. Communication â€” Communication is the act of conveying intended meanings from one
entity or group to another through the use of mutually understood signs and semiotic rules. The main steps
inherent to all communication are, The forming of communicative motivation or reason, transmission of the
encoded message as a sequence of signals using a specific channel or medium. Noise sources such as forces
and in some cases human activity begin influencing the quality of signals propagating from the sender to one
or more receivers. Reception of signals and reassemblying of the message from a sequence of received signals.
Decoding of the encoded message. Interpretation and making sense of the original message. The channel of
communication can be visual, auditory, tactile and haptic, olfactory, electromagnetic, human communication
is unique for its extensive use of abstract language. Development of civilization has been linked with progress
in telecommunication. Nonverbal communication describes the process of conveying information in the form
of non-linguistic representations, examples of nonverbal communication include haptic communication,
chronemic communication, gestures, body language, facial expressions, eye contact, and how one dresses.
Nonverbal communication also relates to intent of a message, examples of intent are voluntary, intentional
movements like shaking a hand or winking, as well as involuntary, such as sweating. Speech also contains
nonverbal elements known as paralanguage, e. Likewise, written texts include nonverbal elements such as
handwriting style, spatial arrangement of words, Nonverbal communication demonstrates one of Wazlawicks
laws, you cannot not communicate. There are several reasons as to why non-verbal communication plays a
role in communication. Many different non-verbal channels are engaged at the time in communication acts.
Such non-verbal signals allow the most basic form of communication when verbal communication is not
effective due to language barriers, Verbal communication is the spoken or written conveyance of a message 7.
Information â€” In other words, it is the answer to a question of some kind. It is thus related to data and
knowledge, as data represents values attributed to parameters, as it regards data, the informations existence is
not necessarily coupled to an observer, while in the case of knowledge, the information requires a cognitive
observer. At its most fundamental, information is any propagation of cause, Information can be encoded into
various forms for transmission and interpretation. It can also be encrypted for safe storage and communication,
the uncertainty of an event is measured by its probability of occurrence and is inversely proportional to that.
The more uncertain an event, the information is required to resolve uncertainty of that event. The bit is a unit
of information, but other units such as the nat may be used. The English word was derived from the Latin stem
of the nominative. Inform itself comes from the Latin verb informare, which means to give form, eidos can
also be associated with thought, proposition, or even concept. The mapping may be probabilistic or
deterministic and it may have memory or be memoryless. Often information can be viewed as a type of input
to an organism or system, inputs are of two kinds, some inputs are important to the function of the organism or
system by themselves. In his book Sensory Ecology Dusenbery called these causal inputs, other inputs are
important only because they are associated with causal inputs and can be used to predict the occurrence of a
causal input at a later time. Some information is important because of association with information but
eventually there must be a connection to a causal input 8. Journalism â€” Journalism is the production and
distribution of reports on the interaction of events, facts, ideas, and people that are the news of the day and that
informs society to at least some degree. The word applies to the occupation, the methods of gathering
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information, journalistic media include, print, television, radio, Internet, and, in the past, newsreels. Concepts
of the role for journalism varies between countries. In some nations, the media is controlled by a government
intervention.
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James W. Tankard Jr. Save James William Tankard Jr. (June 20, - August 12, ), communication scholar, author of The
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James William Tankard, Jr. (June 20, - August 12, ), communication scholar, author of The Statistical Pioneers and
coauthor of Communication Theories: Origins, Methods, Uses (issued in five editions and translated into six languages).
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Communication Theories: Origins, Methods and Uses in the Werner J. Severin (Author), James W. Tankard Jr but much
of Severin and Tankard's commentary on.
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Communication Theories: Origins, Methods and Uses in the Mass Media, 5th Edition James W. Tankard, Jr., University
of Texas-Austin Severin & Tankard's text.
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Remembrance/In Memoriam In Loving Memory of James W. Tankard, Jr., PhD June 20, - Aug. 12, Paths that cross will
cross again. -Patti Smith "Paths That Cross" (Dream of Life).
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Find James Tankard's memorial at www.enganchecubano.com You can leave condolences in the Guest Book, buy
sympathy flowers, and pay your respects.
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